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FOREWORD· 
SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY FROM A LAND USE 
VIEWPOINT 
This study of recreational uses of land is significant to the agri-
cultural interests · of Missouri for a number of reasons. . In the first 
place, large recreational centers such as that which has developed 
in the area of the Lake of the Ozarks provide local markets of con-
siderable magnitude for farm produce. Ozark agriculture lost just 
such markets when the lumbering industry, which ' was once so 
important in the area, died down for want of further timber to 
harvest. Vacationists in increasing numbers were apparently using 
the area prior to the war emergency and it may well be increasingly 
important as a recreational center after the war is over. Just how 
large a market for locally grown farm produce has been provided by 
recreational developments in the area of the Lake of the Ozarks it 
was not feasible to determine but it appears to have been considerable. 
The total expenditures of vacationists· in the area in 1939 were, 
however, estimated to have been approximately $800,000. 
Had it not been for the fact that the great bulk of the really good 
lands of the lake area were flooded upon the formation of the lake 
the benefit to the farming of the area would have been much greater. 
This flooding of good farming land may be a matter to be regretted. 
However, the land was purchased for a use considered more valuable 
than for farming and this procedure has been considered by many 
a constructive withdrawal of land from farming in a period when 
farm prices were unfortunately low. 
Furthermore, the great fact uncovered in this study has been that 
recreation in the Lake Area offers an effective use for a large amount 
of land that is submarginal for farming. This use of land, as is 
pointed out in the study, has returned it to a high status as taxable 
property. Much of this submarginal land had been delinquent. At 
present the four counties of Camden, Miller, Morgan and Benton 
are obtaining considerable revenue from these lands. The revenues 
so collected appear to have relaxed, somewhat, the tax burdens on 
other forms of property, that of farmers included. Recreational 
property is often quite a prize in a community since its owners pay 
taxes but require little in the way of public service. That is, many 
owners of recreational property make no demands on local schools 
though the taxes they pay are an important source of income to 
school districts. 
Fostering the expansion of recreational development in the Ozarks 
would have, furthermore, additional statewide effects important to 
virtually everyone. That is, the Ozark counties are not now sel£-
supporting from a governmental viewpoint as a number of studies 
have shown. State subsidies particularly for schools are often much 
greater to Ozark counties than are the receipts of state taxes from 
these counties. Certainly such subsidies are needed if educational 
opportunities over the State, particularly for rural children, are to be 
raised and more nearly equalized. From this viewpoint, the subsidies 
are desirable. What would be still more desirable would be to im-
prove the taf paying power of Ozark lands by the restoration of the 
forests and the . development of recreational property to the point that 
these counties would no longer need the subsidies. 
The present study was designed as an exploratory investigation of 
the nature of recreational developments in the Lake of the Ozarks 
Area, and as an investigation of a type of land use the importance 
of which may incre.ase in the future. The Lake of the Ozarks Area 
was singled out because of its large ·size, its accessibility to the investi-
gators and because certain problems connected with the area were 
coming into the public eye. However, a number of other recreational 
areas in the State might have been investigated quite as profitably. 
It must be recognized that the war emergency, particularly as it 
affects travel may at least temporarily influence the situation in this 
and other such areas in the State. Nevertheless this study has un-
covered information which should be of value in the future agricul-
tural and recreational development of the region. 
Economic Aspects of Recreational 
Land Use in the Lake of the 
Ozarks Area 
.J. ROGER SNIPE* AND CONRAD H. HAMMAR 
THE GEOGRAPHY OF RECREATION IN THE LAKE OF 
THE OZARKS AREA 
Recreation has been defined as the creative use of leisure time.1 
Although there are many forms of recreation, this study is primarily 
concerned with the form of recreation that takes place in the natural 
environment. The natural environment. c'onsiRtR of the physical 
features of the landscape, the flora and fauna associated with the 
landscape, and the climate of a region-in essence, the natural en-
vironment apart from man-made improvements. Recreational geogra-
phy is concerned with an analysis of the nat.ural environment as t o 
its suitability for recreational ut.ilization. Important recreational 
areas are dependent upon a suitable natural environment for their 
acceptance by the public. 
Location and Description.-MiRsouri's IJa.ke of the Ozarkfl is 
located somewhat south and west. of th e geographieal nenter of the 
State in the rugged hill country of the northern Ozark Highlands. 
The Lake was formed in H)31 after the compIetion of Ba.gnell Dam 
across the Osage River. '1'he impounded waters of this river and 
its tributaries now extend some 12fJ miles above the dam. The shore-
line of the lake, totalling over 1300 miles, is often marked with 
irregular coves extending back into wooded hills with many precipi-
tous limestone bluffs adding scenic grandeur to ' the area. Many 
tributary stream valleys have been inundated. As one goes .farther 
above the dam, the lake takes on the appearance of a large river and 
finally merges imperceptibly into the Osage River at the lake's upper 
end. 
Change of En",jronment as a Factor in the Use of a Recre-
ational Area.-Ctfange of environment is in itself one of the greatest 
pulls a recreational area may exert on a poplllatioll.2 People from 
the agricultural plains of the Midwest and the nearby cities find real 
enjoyment in spending a few days or longer in the rugged environ-
"Form"r graduate student, Dept. of Agr. Economics, University of Missouri . For some 
time during the prosecution of this study, Mr. Snipe was a part·time emplnyee of th e Missouri 
Conservation Commission. It was this fact which made possible milch of the field work which 
was needed to obtain data for the study. 
'National Park Service. The Recreati onal Use of Land in the United States, Part XI of' 
the Report on Lane! Planning, p. 2. 
'National Park Service, Op. Cit., p. 42. 
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ment of the Ozark Highlands. The location of a beautiful lake in this 
rugged setting adds greatly to its attractiveness for few lakes are 
found in the non-glaciated regions of the United States. It was the 
formation of the lake and its use by fishermen that really started the 
recreational development in this part of the Ozarks and introduced 
outsiders to the charms of the region. 
Although the lake shore is the center of recreational development, 
the surrounding hill country offers the recreationist an abundance 
of scenic beauty. Until the National Park Service acquired some 
16,500 acres of rugged hill country abutting tp.e Grand Glaize 
Arm of the Lake and constructed roads and scenic trails throughout 
the tract, the back country was largely inaccessible to the nature 
lover. These improvements now give the vacationist an opportunity 
to observe the interesting flora and its associated fauna. 
Climate as a Determinant in the Use of a Recreational Area 
Climatic elements such as: temperature, precipitation, sunshine, 
relative humidity, and wind movements are important factors in 
determining the vacation season of any resort area and the volume 
of use of that area during the vacation season. "Climates have still 
a more positive place in the recreational picture for the reason that 
the principal motive of many recreational outings is the search for a 
pleasurable climate."8 
The Humid Continental Climate of the Lake Area.-The climate 
of the Lake of the Ozark region is of the humid continental type of 
intermediate latitudes. This climatic type is characterized by large 
ranges of temperature and variations in the amount of precipitation 
from season to season and year to year. In essence, this is a climatic 
type of many changes-a climate that cannot be understood by study-
ing average conditions. About all that one may reasonably expect 
is that the four seasons will differ from one another chiefly in 
temperature. But other than temperature differences there is no 
certainty about the type of weather anyone season will bring. 
In the winter the average temperatures in the Ozarks are rather low 
for pleasurable outdoor activity. Although severe cold waves are the 
exception rather than the rule, there are few periods of any duration 
when the average temperatures are high enough or their occurrence 
dependable enough to encourage recreational activities such as those 
that are common in the southern states. On the other hand, ice and 
snow are too undependable for winter sports as in the northern states. 
A general rise in temperature occurs late in March and the resulting 
warmth and plant growth make outdoor activity particularly ap-
'National Pork Service, Op. Cit., p. 44. 
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pealing after the cold of the winter months. However, the general 
public is not as free to vacation and travel in the spring as in the 
summer months. Children are in school and the yearly vacations 
usually come in summer. The springtime use of the Lake of the 
Ozarks area is, therefore, limited to relatively short periods such as 
week ends. The Ozark area with its early and interesting spring 
flora, however, offers the people residing in northern states an 
excellent early season vacation area that may in time gain greater 
recognition than it apparently is accorded at present. 
In recent years, 1940 and 1941, the Conservation Commission has 
adopted a new fish management policy for the Lake of the Ozarks 
and Lake Taneycomo which permits fishing several months earlier than 
in the past. Under this management policy these lakes were open to 
all fishing on March 15, in 1941, outside of the areas marked as 
spawning territory. Since fishing is a major attraction in this area, 
the early opening of the fishing season under a management policy 
designed to protect the fish population and yet allow the sportsman 
more fishing, should do much to encourage the use of this area during 
the spring season. 
The real limiting factor as far as summer use of the area is con-
cerned is the fact that this region does experience periods of hot, 
unpleasant weather during which the daily maximum temperatures 
may rise above 90 0 F. for several consecutive days and occasionally 
above 1000 • Perhaps the high temperatures experienced in the lake 
area are not as great a handicap in the recreational utilization of this 
area as might be supposed when it is considered that most of the 
people visiting the lake come from regions having similar temperature 
conditions. The presence of the water and its use for swimming 
and boating provide an excellent means of combating the unfavorable 
effects of high temperatures. 
The maximum temperatures recorded in the lake area during heat 
waves are often much like the maximums recorded in Kansas City, 
but they are often higher than those recorded in St. Louis. The 
minimum temperatures recorded in the lake area are frequently five 
to ten degrees below those recorded in either city (Figure 1). The 
rugged topography of this area and the resultant excellent air drain-
age, permit cooling nocturnal breezes which are practically unknown 
in the cities and bordering prairie country. 
Yet there are a number of people living in Missouri and other 
Rtates who feel that the average temperatures recorded in Missouri 
are too high for pleasurable outdoor activity in summer. These 
people travel to regions of cooler climates and it is perhaps true that 
one of the most important factors limiting the use of the State's recrea-
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tional areas is the comparatively high average temperatures of the 
summer months when vacation travel generally is at its peak. 
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Fig. 2.-Daily maximum and minimum temperatures at Bagnell Dam, 1935-1940_ 
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Temperature conditions are usually most favorable for the recrea-
tional utilization of the lake area in autumn. Weather conditions 
are normally most settled during autumn, and crisp, clear weather 
often prevails for several weeks at a time. The coolness of autumn 
suspends plant growth and brings radiant colors to autumn foliage. 
In many ways this season is the most favorable for outdoor activity. 
Fishing improves after the passing of the summer heat. Hunting is 
added to the outdoor activities; and the whole of the natural environ-
ment invites outdoor activity. 
Figure 2 shows the daily ranges of temperature at Bagnell Dam 
during a five-year period. These data indicate how temperatures 
vary from year to year and how one vacation season may be longer 
than another as determined by the daily range of temperatures. In 
general, temperature conditions are favorable for outdoor recreation 
in the Ozarks from early April until late in November. 
Precipitation.-Normally the amount and seasonal distribution of 
precipitation is not a limiting factor in the utilization of this area 
for recreational purposes during the vacation season. Since the 
Oza,rk region lies somewhat south of the main continental storm paths, 
long periods of stormy, cloudy weather are infrequent especially 
during the vacation season. Precipitation is m<?st frequent in the 
spring and the month of May averages 12 days with rain. It is 
least frequent in autumn, with November averaging only 7 days 
with rain. The percentages of the total possible sunshine for the 
months from April through November average well above 60 and 
are highest in the summer months when the average percentage of 
possible sunshine is about 70. These percentages are, of course, sub-
ject to wide variation during any particular season, but fair weather 
predominates over stormy weather in this · area during the vacation 
season.· 
An excess or deficiency in the amount of seasonal precipitation has 
adverse effects on the attractiveness and recreational use of the area. 
An excess of precipitation is especially inimical to the resort business 
if it occurs during successive week ends. Furthermore, heavy .pre-
cipitation means an increased run-off from the watershed which fills 
the lake with silt-laden waters. Months may be required for the 
lake to clear up after such periods and, needless to say, muddy water 
does not · have the same recreational appeal as clear water. Fishing 
also is adversely affected, swimming is less desirable, and even boating 
is less enjoyable when the lake is muddy. 
'See U. S. Weather Bureau. Climatic; Summary of the United States, Section 54, Southwest 
Missouri, p: 3. 
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Deft'iellcies in t hc amount of scasonal precipitation are about as 
harmful as excessive rainfall. If Lli e lake lin e drops too Jow, many 
acrcs of unsight ly shore line al'e left ahove the waLeI' Jevel espeeial ly 
toward the upper eud of th e lake. l.Jow water lev 11> all>o make it more 
dim nlL for aq uatic organisms to RUI'vivp. LOllg period clronghts, as 
in the summers of ]934 and ]9:36, are partieuiarly unfavorab le. A 
parched landscape has lost mu·h of its beauty alld th e dried summer 
foliage means a less colm'ful autumn landscape. 
The Importance of Flora and Fauna in the Lake Area 
"Flora and faulla provide th e living inter .sl witho1lt which no 
area iR recreat iona ll y eOlllp lpte. Aswrne an un'a- if su(' 1i a t hing were 
possib le-whieh is "ce rcaLioll!l ll y complete as t o topograp hy, water 
rCRo nrres, and climali e fadon;, but wh i('h is without plant and 
animal l ifc , and t lJ('1I judge Lhe value f thi s arCH <lR a r e(' reation 
gl'onncl . 'fhp mental pictul'o created g iv s the plain answ r to the 
q uestion imp l ied."~ 
Forest.- Til l'orcst is the most eOllspicllow; form of plant life in 
t he lake arca. Almost all t ir e land iK cow'red with some kincl of' for est 
growth. A lthough t here are a few r d cechtl's a long the bluffs and 
ridges, the pr dominant for est is 'ompose 1 almost exc lusiv Iy of 
oaJul-whi te oak, POHt oak, black oak, and b lark jack oak. The 
rate of growth of this upland forest if; f;low and most of the tl'eef; are 
comparatively small. 
Fi g, .1.- Forests in the Lake urea arc IlOW being provided protecti on from fire by l11en 
employed by the State Deportment o f Conscrvntion. T he low er ill the picture is located 1101 
far from the Lake. 
°Nat ionll l Park Serv,ce. Op. e,l .. p. 46. 
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Although the forest is one of the valuab le assets of the area, it 
has been all owed to deteriorate to a point that has endangered its 
esthetic valu e. P eriodic fircs have left it fiJled with defective trees 
and the need for planned forest management is painfulJy apparent 
almost everywhere in the area. In any event, all adequate fire pro-
tection plan is urgently nceded. Such a plan would protect the exist-
ing forcst and mitiga te the pollution of the lake by potash and 
char ·oal. Th ese material s washed into the lake after fir s are harmful 
to aquatic life. Proteetiol1 is also urgently needed t o safeguard the 
owners of summer homes and resorts in the more r emote wooded 
sections. Fortunately th e lake area is included in one of th e large 
fire protection areas recently established by the State Department of 
Conservation. 
Shrubs and Small Plants.-'rhe small er shrubs a nd plant life of 
tbis region add materially to its charm. 'fhe Redbud, Dogwood, Wi ld 
Crab, and other flowering trees all enhan ce the beauty of the early 
sprin g in the Ozark hills. A number of visitors come into this r gion 
each year to observe and appreciate these and there is a11 abunda.n e 
of otber interesting plants in the Ozark hills that i11 vlte the admira-
tion of th e nature lover during summ er and fall . 
Fig. 4.-Dogwood in full flower contributes much to the beauty of lh e Lake area in the 
early sprin g. 
Fauna.-" In the geography of recreation, the variety, abundance, 
and distribution of fauna are important factors.' '6 The continued use 
'National Park Service. Op. C;I .. p. 47. 
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of the Lake by the recreationist is dependent in part upon the 
restoration and conservation of the area's wildlife resources. Many 
people have been attracted to the Lake because of good fishing and 
others come to the area to hunt quail, waterfowl, and other small' 
game in season. Still others, especially organized groups, visit the 
Regional Recreational Area, and take advantage of the opportunity 
to study birds and other native fauna in their natural habitat. 
The Importance of Fishing.-Shortly after the formation of the 
Lake a number of sportsmen were attracted to it by the fishing which 
was, at that time, considered very good. As fishing continued to 
draw large numbers of sportsmen into this area, a resort industry 
grew up around the demand for services by the fishermen. In 1940, 
approximately four out of every five resort businesses in the lake area 
were dependent on the fishermen 7 for the bulk of their business. 
Approximately 42 per cent of the resorts interviewed in 1940, 
reported a decline in trade since 1938, and all were in agreement 
that this decline was because of the poorer fishing of the more recent 
years. Resorts that have escaped the general decline in business re-
ported the bulk of their guests as coming for vacation purposes and 
as not primarily interested in fishing. 
Although it is difficult to measure fishing conditions with any degree 
of exactness, there is a general agreement that the average catch and 
the total number of fish caught has decreased since 1937. A number 
of reasons have been offered 'to explain the decline. It is believed 
that the better fishing prevailing in the Lake before 1938 Iwas largely 
because of the abundance of food available for fish immediately after 
the lake was first formed. Much organic matter was covered up by 
the high waters and this, it is said, was the basis for abundant fish food. 
Fish apparently grew rapidly and good catches were common shortly 
after the Lake formed. 
The Lake of the Ozarks was c'reated primarily as a power reservoir, 
and the fluctuations of the water levels are much greater here than 
in most large natural lakes because of the use of water for power 
production. These greater fluctuations in water levels have made it 
impossible for aquatic plants to establish themselves abundantly along 
the shore of the Lake. It is probably true that the lack of such 
plants needed for food and cover by. fish is basic in explaining the 
decline in fishing of the more recent years. 
The recreational interests would like to see the Lake held at a 
fairly ,constant level which would permit the establishment of a per-
manent aquatic vegetation. Probably no such vegetation can be es-
tablished if water levels fluctuate as much as is necessary if the Lake 
'TSee Table 1, page 17. 
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is to serve its primary purpose as a reservoir. 
The Osage hydro-electric station (at Bagnell Dam) is one of six 
major electric power sources joined with the others by transmission 
lines to form a unified system serving some one and one-half million 
people. The power company has a large investment in this hydro-' 
electric plant. The dam was constructed in the first place with the 
generation of electrical energy as a paramount consideration. Recre-
ational use of the Lake formed has become important but remains a 
secondary consideration. Great variations in precipitation and in 
seasonal demands for power are found to lead to commensurate varia-
tions in lake levels. These variations interfere with a maximum ' 
development of recreation in the area. 
The two major uses of the Lake as a power reservoir and as a 
recreational site, clash rather badly, therefore, and plans are needed to 
minimize the conflict involved. The data of this study substantiate 
the judgment that the lake region would become a recreational area 
of far greater importance if the fish supply in the IJake were greater. 
Plans to increase the supply are, therefore, most pertinent. The 
great need, therefore, appears to be further research on (1) how 
specifically, the variations in the lake level do affect the fish popula-
tion; (2) what methods of control might be inaugurated to reduce 
these variations without too greatly prejudicing the use of the reser-
voir for power production, and (3) alternative methods of maintain-
ing the supply of fish food in the Lake if no method of controlling 
the level of the Lake within reasonable limits proves feasible. 
Hunting.-Althongh the fishermen greatly outnumber the hunters 
using this area, this country does offer some very good .shooting for 
quail, waterfowl, and small game in season. Since the area is prac-
tically all in forest and rather sparsely populated, hunting might 
well become a more important recreational activity if the wildlife 
population could .be restored and cO~lserved. A number of resorts 
remain open through the hunting season to accommodate hunters. 
Quail hunting is quite good in the fall and a number of city people 
as well as local residents have reported good shooting in recen.t years. 
The Lake has never been a popular waterfowl refuge as might be 
expected. Although a number of migratory waterfowl visit this area, 
their stay here is comparatively short and largely confined to the 
upper reaches of the Lake where food and cover are more plentiful. 
Undoubtedly the lack of aquatic vegetation in much of the Lake 
prevents the waterfowl from using it for longer periods of time. 
At any rate the waterfowl shooting is largely limited to periods of 
migration when the birds drop in on the Lake for a brief rest. 
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CLASSIFICATION OF RECREATIONAL FACILITIES 
The foregoing section of this discussion has described the natural 
environment of the lake area and commented on the suitability of that 
environment for recreational utilization. The investigation turns 
now to a consideration of the developments that man has constructed 
to further the recreational utilization of the area. To determine what 
these developments have been all recreational facilities in the lake area 
were inventoried and classified. Only after such classification has 
been made is it possible to determine the nature of the situation that is 
developing in the area. 
Overall Aspects of Glassification 
The format.ion of the IJake of the Ozarks in 1931 with its 65,000 
acres of lake surface and 1,372 miles of shoreline opened up a llew 
area for recreational cleyelopment. Bagnell Dam which impounds 
the IJake is located 167 miles from St.. Louis and 151 miles from 
Kansas Cit.y. Camden County is the principal center of resort 
development. In 1.939, approximately 4,600 acres of the 0,000 acres 
of land in private recreat.ional ownership in the four lake counties 
were located in Camden County. 
The area selected for study (Figure 5) includes some 237,000 acres 
of predominant.ly rough Ozark Highland in whieh the lake and its 
recreational lands lie.s In order to obtain a eomplete inventory of all 
recreational facilities ill this arpa, all real eRtate entries for the lands 
inside the boundary shown on the map were copied from the 1930 tax 
books of t11e four counties in which the lake area is located and classi-
fied into three broad classes: (1) recreational lands now in use, (2) 
undeveloped recreational lands, and (3) non-recreational lands.9 
County officials and local residents aided in making- the initial 
classification, bnt intensive field 'work was undertaken before the 
survey was refined and completed. 
Since this stncly waR nndl'rt.aken primarily to obtain data on the 
recreational developments. further st.udy of the ' lands outside of the 
lake area boundary was necesRary in order to make the inventory of 
all recreational properties (actual 01' potent.ial) in thiil'vicinity com-
plete. This latter phasp. of the study was particularly important in 
connection with benefit areas along the main highways leading to the 
LakeY A number of businesses primarily depende11t. 011 the tourist 
traffic to the lake area have been included in this inventory although 
"The area enclosed in these houndar ies is termed the lake aren throughout this study. 
"This classification scheme closely resemhles the one used by flr. Ceorge S. Wehrwein anr! 
Kenneth Parsons. Recreation as a Usc of Land. W'jsconsin Agricultural Experiment Station, 
Bulletin 422, April 19.12. 
lOFor a discussion of economic henefit areas !;ee Robert M. Howes. Rec,rrat-inna/ Opportunities 
Arisinl/ from Reser!'o;r Constrltction , Economic Geo(ITaphy, Vol. 15, No .. 1, July 19.19. 
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they are located at some distance from the Lake on the primary high-
ways and in the principal resort towns of Oamdenton, Linn 'Creek, 
Eldon, Gravois Mills, and Warsaw. Such a method of study has made 
possible a complete inventory of all recreational facilities. 
Since the developed recreational lands are largely confined to a 
discontinuous narrow fringe of lakeshore and highway frontage, over 
three-fourths of the land entries inside the lake boundary were classi-
fied as undeveloped recreational lands and non-recreational lands. 
The undeveloped recreational lands and much of the non-recreational 
lands form an area of approximately 111,000 acres of sparsely popu-
lated forest lands enclosing the Lake. Toward the upper reaches of 
the Lake where the stream valley is less subject to inundation, much 
of the lakeshore is used for farming and the forest lands are confined 
to the rough lands surrounding the stream valleys. 
Commercial Recreational Real Estate 
There are some 297 business enterprises in the lake area that are 
principally dependent upon the expenditures of visiting recreationists. 
(Table I). These business'establishments are the privately owned 
TABLE 1 
COMMERCIAL RECREATIONAL FACILITIES IN THE LAKE AREA, 1940 
Total for 
Classification Camden Morgan Benton M1ller Lake Region 
Summer Resorts 21 4 0 2 27 
Fishing Resorts 62 27 18 6 113 
Cabin Camps 28 3 11 43 
Resort Hotels 11 2 2 16 
Recreational Businesses 
.M.. ...:J..... ...L .2L ...ilL 
All Commercial Recrea-
tional Facilities 176 43 28 50 297 
recreation industry of this region; and the tourist expenditures made 
in purchase of the services this industry supplies have become the 
important source of income for an area which was predominantly a 
farm and forest community before the formation of the Lake. An 
. analysis of these expenditures will be attempted in a subsequent 
chapter of this study. 
Most of these business establishments have been classified as fishing 
or summer resorts and are located in the immediate vicinity of the 
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Lake. In gcnera l, the other business establishments are loeated 
along the main travcll ed luteries leading to the Lake and ill the small 
resort towns ill t lw vicinity of the Lake. Mu -h of the d.iscussion 
pl"esellted below und er the various classifications of business types is 
descriptive. However, some of the more important problems con-
fronting certain types of business are analyzed. 
Summer Resorts.-A summ er resort, of whi ch t here are 27 in th e 
lake arca, is a recreational development of a re lative ly pretentious 
type. In general, t he more expensive resort d.evelopments C1rolln d the 
Lake are classified as snmmcr resorts. Til e usual summer resort con-
sis ts of several aC'res of land on which C1 Ltractive housekeepin f{ cot -
tages have been constructed in harmony with the natural ell vironment. 
Th e more accessible private beaches are usually provided by the 
SlImm er resorts. 
Fig. 6.- These pictures. taken in the su mm er of ] 940. illustrate typica l developments of the 
summe r resort type in the Lake area, 
Although a resort does not have to be modern to be classed as a 
summer resort, a majority of the summer resorts are well equipped 
with modern conveniences that include electricity and electrical ap-
pliances, running water, modern plumbing, cooking gas, excell ent 
beds, and complete kitchen utilities. Most of the summ er resorts have 
a general store in. connection with the resort and it is possibl to 
buy groceries, meats, and miscellaneous supplies from the resort. 
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f::; lI1nm er r CRor ts Re k also to provi(l e clj ve l's ifi ecl r cerea ti ol1 al oppor-
tuni ties for th e guest of til e resort . US lIall y til ere a re attnwtive sur-
r oundings whi ch in vite I'est and re laxltli on for th ose who do not 
care to enter programs or acti ve I'rcr eat ion. f-l ince mos t of th e Rumm el' 
resor ts ar c locat cl in th e imm edi ate vir inity of t he Lake, t hey ar e 
equipp ed to offer b a ts and oth el' e(]Ilipment nee led for wa ter RPOl'tS. 
Equ ipm ent and fa' ilities for howlill g', t en 11 is, horscl;hoes, badminton, 
tabl e tennis, shufflc board , and ar (' hel'Y may be had at a n umber 
of Rllmm er r esorts. 
Th e qual ity of th e flll'nisilin g-s and the j'c('r rati olHli oppor tuniti rs 
aVflilab le enables sncll r eso rts to 'a ler to vAc' ati onists who remain at 
th c resort foJ' a wce k or 1011 f!'e l'. 
Fishing Resorts.-~ ill ('f' 1I1 0s t of th e: ea r ly re(' l'ea tioll al devclop-
ment arollnd t he lak was dcsig' ncc1 t o fle('Ollllll oci ate th fi shcrm an , 
th e fi shin g r esort, or wh iell til I'e al' now 11:~ ill t hr lake Cl rra, if; th e 
predominant r esort type. Man." Rp ol't smrll wer r atLJ'ac, td to th e 
shores of th Lake by the xce ll ent fi shin g rondil,i ollf; that pl'evl1 ilrd 
here shortly aft l' th e Lakr was form d. Thrsr sport flmen l' reFlt rn a 
c1eman'l for flervi eeH that waH met by fL n ll mbpr of illvrstol'f! who hnilt 
small r esorts a1 ng th e I; hor efl of thr IJakr . Rin ('e til e majority of' th e 
people nsin g th He ft C ommo lat iOlHl were fi sil r T'lll en, Rneh resorts Rpe-
Fi g. 7.- Fi ~hin g resort" illu strate th e type of accornmncl ati nrlll cnmm on ly prov ided th e nK hrr· 
men comin g into th~ Lake area. 
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cialized in serving the fisherman, and it is in recognition of this fact 
that these resorts are so classified in this inventory. 
The typical fishing resort consists of several acres with lake front-
age on which a small group of housekeeping cottages have been con-
structed. In addition to the cottages one usually finds a general 
store and a gas pump in connection with the manager's office and living 
quarters. The activity of the resort centers around the boat dock 
and fishing. Few good beaches or swimming docks are found at the 
fishing resorts. Even the surrounding countryside is often too rough 
or impenetrable to permit the guests to explore the environs of the 
resort. In general, the fishing resort does not have the comfortable 
accommodations, the attractive surroundings, or the diversified recre-
ational opportunities of the summer resort. 
The superior fishing of the early years represented a boom period 
for fishing resorts. The numbers of fishing resorts multiplied to 
satisfy a demand based upon a much larger fish supply than the 
Lake is apparently now able to provide. The surplus of fishing resorts 
can be remedied in two ways. First, a great improvement in fishing, 
or second, the adaptation of these resorts for use as summer resorts or 
vacation camps and the like with lesser emphasis on fishing. Perhaps 
something will be accomplished in both directiOlis; though, since forth-
right plans to rejuvenate fishing are hardly yet in a preliminary 
stage, the chief direction of adjustment must, for the time being, be 
of the second variety. 
Cabin Camps.-Unlike the summer resorts or the fishing 'resorts, 
most of the 43 cabin camps found in the lake vicinity are located on 
the main highways at varying distances from the Lake. The cabin 
camp caters to all types of travelers and competes with both the 
summer resort and the fishing resort for the tourist trade. Some of 
the better cabin camps with pleasant surroundings are able to hold 
their guest for a week or longer and effectively compete with the 
summer resorts. Often the fisherman prefers the accommodations 
offered by the cabin camp and makes his headquarters at such camps 
and commutes back and forth to his favorite fishing spots on the 
Lake. However, on the whole, the cabin camp usually serves the 
transient tourist or the week-ender, and the average stay of all 
guests at cabin camps is somewhat below the average stay at the 
fishing resort and definitely shorter than the average stay at the 
summer resort. 
Some of the best developments in the lake area have been classed as 
cabin camps in this inventory. On the other hand, some of the least 
attractive developments have also been classed as cabin camps and 
these, unfortunately, are grouped along the highways where they are 
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most conspicuous to the visiting public. Usually the cabin camp is 
found in one of the small resort tOWllS. Too often these camps con-
sist of groups of small cottages closely crowded together without 
any developmental plan or outward evidence of attempted integration 
with the environment. In the main, the cabin camps offer modern 
accommodations for lodging and meals but seldom are they equipped to 
cater effectively to the recreational interests of their guests. 
Resort Hotels.-The 16 small hotels in the lake area that were 
built after the formation of the Lake have been classified in this 
inventory as resort hotels. Such a classification assumes that these 
hotels were built primarily to accommodate tourists visiting· the lake 
area. However, some of these hotels make strenuous bids for other 
types of business since the tourist trade has not provided a full demand 
for the available accommodations except during holidays and busy 
summer week ends. The majority of the reRort hotels are located in 
the small resort towns. However, others are found along the high-
ways or on the lake shore. With the exeeption of the few hotels located 
on the lake shore, the resort hotels do not cater especially to recrea-
tional travel. Rather they appear to b~ dependent on the resort 
area as a whole to provi'de recreational facilities for their gueflts. 
The accommodations available at the resort ho'tels are good, but, 
perhaps because they do not make a direct bid for the recreational 
trade, the average length of stay of guests at these hotels is short. It 
is indeed a type of business more dependent on the transient tourist 
than the vacationist trade. 
Recreational Businesses.-There are about 100 small businesses 
in the lake area that are primarily dependent on the tourist trade. In 
general, these businesses are found along the main arteries of tourist 
travel and in the. nearby tOW~lS: The main business types represented 
in this classification are: restaurants, groceries, filling stations, souve-
nir stands, taverns, and miscellaneous businesses which include such 
unrelated establishments as beauty parlors and lumber yards. In 
making this classification, it was rather difficult to determine just 
what businesses in the area were to be counted as dependent on the· 
tourist trade. In general, only those businesses were included that 
appeared to· derive the bulk of their trade from the recreational 
traffic. Many resorts have small stores and service stations in con-
nection with the resort itself and those have been included as a 
part of that particular resort and not as independent business types 
as recognized by their classification. 
Recreational businesses are dependent on the flow of tourist traffic 
into the lake area. These enterprises must do a good volume of busi-
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ness during the vacation season if they are to be at all successful. 
Some of these are, indeed, seasonal businesses operated only during 
spring, summer, and fall. Many of their owners have other sources 
of income, and interviews with them disclosed the fact that a major-
ity of them have experien:ced difficult times in recent years. 
Non-Commercial Recreational Real Estate 
There are approximately 580 separate non-commercial recreational 
developments in the lake area (Table II). Approximately 7,200 
acres of land are assessed to the owners of the 557 summer homes and 
18 recreational clubs included in this category. These facilities have 
been planned and constructed by individuals and groups primarily 
interested in providing recreational facilities for themselves. 
TABLE 2 
NON-COMMERCIAL RECREATIONAL FACILITIES IN THE LAKE AREA, 1940 
Total For 
Classification Camden Morgan Benton Miller Lake Region 
Summer Homes 244 117 164 32 557 , 
Recreational Clubs 9 4 4 18 
Waysides 1 0 0 2 3 
Public Recreational Areas· _1 ~ ~ -2 _1 
Total Non-Commercial 
Real Estate 255 121 168 35 579 
* Lake of the Ozarks Recreational Area is located in Camden and Miller Counties. 
Also included in this category are about 17,000 acres of publicly 
owned and developed recreational lands. By far the most important 
in this category is the Lake of the Ozarks Public Recreational Area 
which was acquired, planned, and developed by the National Park 
Service. The State Highway Commission has also provided three 
waysides, or small roadside park areas, designed primarily for the 
use of the highway travelers. 
Summer Residences.-Approximately 4,000 acres of recreational 
lands are held by the owners of summer residences. The majority of 
the summer residences have been constructed in platted subdivisions, 
but the greatest number of acres of land is held by those who have 
constructed developments outside of plats. The term summer resi-
dence necessarily includes a number of developments of varying types 
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and V~dIH'!o; , Rmall la ke shorr ('ott flgr!o; Yfl lll Pd at rlpprm::imfltr l ~' 
fI liulllrr(l (lollfll'S fi n d lai<rsiclr r !o; tat rs I'a lu rd in lhc thol1snnc!s of 
doll a rs nrr a ll ilwl ll(lr cl HS Slllllm rl' T'C'si<1 r lf('p 1,I'pes, 
I'".t'. X,- Th f"~(, pI CTure'! o f ~ lImll\t' 1 r ('~ id t' II ('I'"", I :tkt' n w ht" 1'1 th e 1(,:1 \, ("l1li W(' I " IJfT tht" !It't'S , 
dlu \ lral (' th t, ' Y P l"OIi (I f COlt:l )( l '!I cll l1l11l1 lnl y rO ll!Urtl C' I t"d hy ,h (, S1I1l111l t> 1 t c .. ,dl'1l1 S o r lh e au',l. 
Tli e Nlt C'gory of "slInnn r rrs id r ll ('rs" is ba s(' r! IlHlill l,l' 011 lh e way 
t li e (l C'yp lopl1l (, llt is ll srd , 1'hp dry( IO]1m C'nt!o; illC' I!l (lr(J ill ihis (' Iassifi -
('al iOJl HT'l' used a lmost C'111 il' l' I~' fls SN1SO IWI rC's ici r ll(' r." hy I hri l' OWllers, 
HowPI'C'r , I h re ~~ !'P s('vC' ra l ('asps whpl'P 1 hC' OW I1 P!'S of IHkrsliol'C' liomes 
hl1 Y(' I' tirNl f rom ~1<"1 ivp life alld havr eltospn SIl <, I1 sitC's for th eir 
p rmaneni homes, fIowel'!, !" if a "!'!o; icl !' lH'e s ite is not in th r illll1l NliAte 
environ s of ,the lake, or is !lot llsed for !'e(' rPHt iollfll p!lI'pOSrs, it has 
bern elnssifie 1 as a 11 011 -I'et'l'eaLi ona l land !l SC' ill tlii s illventor,V, 
Summer Residences on Platted Subdivisions.- Slt o!'ll y il ftC'r th e 
formation of th TlflkC' A nllll1bC' r of a 'res of Ifli<eshol'C' lHlld s were 
survryed and p lfltlec1 into 10Ls for futl1l' P 1'C'(' rNl liollal dr\' 10pl11el11. 
MORt of l'hC' plattC'd Rllb(li viHion R WPI'C g-iven attrllrtive names f1 lld th eir 
prom otC' I's 11lanC' Vig-O I'Ol1 H C'H11lpaig-l1s to RclI lots in theRe Rllbc1ivis ion f; 
to pl'oR[l C'r tive bui ldC'l'R of R'lll11mel' '1' C'RiclC'Il ('Ps, 
Th(> invest111 rn1' in RII111111 C'1' 1'C'siclrner j'efl l estllte i!o; C'om;iclC'l'ahle and 
variC'H go l'ea ll y from s IIbdivi sioll to Hllbcliv ision , Tn g-rnr1'H l , t.he lm'g'-
cst. invrs1.ments have b (>n made in FlU bdi visiollR thl1t offe red 1 he brst 
dcvelopment planR on rl(>sirable SitCR, rl'he wll -p ll'lnn d sllbr1i vision 
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provides good roads of access, running water piped to the lots, 
electric connections on the lot, and deed restrictions regulating and 
protecting the type of improvements that may be constructed.ll 
Other subdivisions were laid out on less desirable sites. Some were 
laid out on high bluffs overlo.oking the lake where most of the lots 
are without water frontage or an easy access to the lake. Others are 
located some distance from good all weather roads. In some cases 
lots sold well when the lake was first formed, and the general develop-
ment of recreational lands was in progress. But in recent years 
there has been little further development on the, less well located and 
planned subdivisions. In fact, it is not unusual for the promoters 
of poorer subdivisions to have lost interest in their development. 
This lack of interest is reflected by the number of lots in such sub-
divisions that appear on the county collector's tax delinquency lists. 
,Summer Residences in Acreage.-Approximately one-fourth of 
the summer residences in the lake area are found outside of sub-
divisions. These developments are found on acreage tracts that range 
in size from one acre to several hundred acres. In general, most of 
'these developments are made only by relatively well-to-do people 
be'cause the cost of land, of building roads, and of making provision 
for utilities runs the investment cost up. In choosing a site for de-
ve!opment, the prospective builder has almost an unlimited choice as 
there are thousands of acres of desirable undeveloped recreational 
lands to choose from. 
The more valuable summer residences in the lake area are loca.ted 
on sizeable tracts of land that include considerable lake frontage and 
large holdings of rough lands running back from the Lake. Such 
land holdings insure privacy for the owner and protect him from 
infringement by inferior developmental types. 
Recreational Clubs.-There are 18 private recreational clubs scat-
tered along the shpres of the Lake of the Ozarks. Although most of 
these clubs differ as to organization, they were formed as a method 
"The following 14 items of restriction represent those most commonly encountered in the 
recorded subdivision plats. 
1. Improvements constructed en the Plat must be used for residential purposes unle •• 
approved f or commercial uses. 
2. All building plans must be approved by owners of Plat. 
3. No further subdivisions of the Plat. 
4. Set back lines must be observed. 
S. Improvements must be in harmony with the environment. 
6. No billboards or advertising. 
7. No sale of liquors. 
S. No cabins under $300. 
9. No livestock. 
10. That all sewage be disposed of through septic tanks as prescribed by the State Sanita· 
tion Department. 
11. Restrictions are binding 25 years. 
12. Property owners may sue violators for damages. 
, 13. Agreement necessary to continue deed restrictions. 
14. That all buildings must be faced with not less than 30 per cent of the exterior elevation 
with stone. 
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of providing recreational opportunities for groups with commoJ? inter-
ests. In some cases the facilities of such clubs are owned by indi-
viduals, while in other cases they are owned collectively. However, 
there is always some form of organization and the club has a common 
name with membership restricted to approved personnel. 
While the recreational clubs have been formed by groups interested 
primarily in hunting and fishing, several of the larger clubs were 
evolved primarily as vacation centers for club members. Ordinarily 
the recreational club consists of several buildings used for housing 
and a club house used as a dining hall and a social 'center. The 
land holdings of such clubs range from a lot or two in a subdivision to 
large acreage fracts with approximately a section of land. 
Windemere Club 011 the Niangua ArIl1 of the Lake, is an instance 
of this latter class of development. , This club was planned by a large 
mid-western company as a vacation center for its employees and 
their families. Since this company has branches in some 20 mid-
western states, the Lake of the Ozarks is a centrally located vacation 
center for the majority of those working for the concern. The em-
ployees are encouraged to use the club for vacation 'purposes, and 
all the accommodations of the club are available without charge to 
them. 
The Umd holdings of Windemere Club consist of about 625 acres of 
rough Ozark hill land running back from the Niangua Arm of the 
Lake. The improvements of the club are built around one of the 
coves of the Lake and include 42,IXLOdern buildings that are used for 
housing, social centers, and maintenance. The cabins are built of 
rustic materials and are modern throughout while the club house is 
a modern building designed for the social activities of the club's 
guests. The following recreational opportunities are provided: trap 
shooting; horseshoes, horseback riding, archery, rifle shooting, soft 
ball, golf, tennis, swimming, nature trails for hiking, boating, and 
fishing. 
Public Recreational Areas 
Lake of the Ozarks Recreational Area.-:-The National Park 
Service has acquired approximately 16,500 acres of rugged forest 
land12 adjacent to 4,000 acres of water surface on the Grand Glaize 
Arm of the Lake. Nearly all the lands acqui:r:ed were not only un-
suited to cultivation but had been subjected to serions deterioration 
of soil and forest cover. These lands are now being protected from 
fire and marked improvement has been made in restoring the area to 
conditions of natnral beauty. In many ways this area is one of the 
most scenic in the whole State. There are about ninety miles of 
12The aCQuisitio~ .nci development of these lands were made possible by funds and workers 
from Emergency Relief Administration and Civilian Conservation Corps. 
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l'ugg-eJ lakes horc lin e, yrt th ere a l'e frequent sit es s llitHbl e for 
beaches and recreationa l deve lopment. Th e terrain lying baek from 
the lakeshore is marked with bill tfs, ravin es, (' r eeks, eaves, and spring-I; . 
Many spccies of llath'e fl ora amI fa un a are found in this ar a and 
their pl'otection is assur'ed unclel' Park Hel'yiee po li ('~·. 
This area has been deve loped arcol'Jing' to the exartin P,.' stanclm'ds 
prescribed by t he National P ark Serv ice. Apart hom the Park Ad· 
ministration Area there are two principa l areas of development. 
These ill elncl e (1) the Gell eral Use Area and (2) th e Organized 
Group Camp Area. 
Fig. 9.- Recrea ti onal upponunili cs of many types are ava il able to all in the Lake of the 
Ozarks publi c recrea tional area, 
The General Use Area was planned for the use of the general public 
and includes facilities for picnicking, fishing, boating, hiking, . and 
camping. These facilities 'are available to individual s a~d famili.E)s who 
want to spend a day out of doors. Sites are also provid d for those 
who wish to camp overnight or over a week end, as well as other groups 
who wish to camp out for longer periods of time. 
In the Organized Group Camp Area sev ral camps have been 
constructed for the use of 'groups that are unable or do not desire to 
finance the purchase of land and construction of their own facilities. 
These camps are available for use on a permit basis for a full season 
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or shorter per~ods to public, semi-public, and non-profit organiza-
tions. The fees charged for the use of these camps are based 'on the 
. equipment used and the cost of maintenance.18 
Waysides.-The State Highway Oommission has acquired lands 
for three small waysides in the lake area. Two of these waysides are . 
located off U. S. Highway 54 near Bagnell Dam and the other is off 
Missouri Highway 5 eight miles north of Oamdenton. "State way-
'sides are small areas situated along or near highways and designed 
to provide highway travelers with places where they may stop to 
rest, picnic or enjoy a view. "H 
Undeveloped Recreational Lands . 
Over four-fifths of the desirable recreational lands in the lake area 
are undeveloped after ten years dating' from the formation of the 
Lake. Most of the recreational construction has taken place in discon-
tinuous narrow fringes along the lake and near the main highways. 
Development on sites some distance from the main travel routes is 
sporadic and relatively unimportant. 
Approximately 42,350 acres of land have been classed in this in-
ventory as undeveloped recreational lands. Most of this land has 
some desirable water frontage and, while the suitability of this land 
for future recreational development is not necessarily implied, it is 
apparently being offered for sale as sites for future recreational use. 
Much of this land is practically inaccessible for recreational utilization 
at this time. Most of it probably never will be developed and utilized 
at all intensively for recreation. In fact, the 9,000 acres of land now 
classed as recreational is so underutilized in many places that much 
of the future recreational development will most certainly be made 
on it rather than on the lands classified under the heading of unde-
veloped recreational lands. 
The bulk of the land so classified is owned by the. Union Electric 
Land and Development ·Company. It was acquired when the Union 
'UAn outline of the General Development Plan of Lake of the Ozarks Recreational Area 
is given below. . 
1. Park administration Area includes: Administration offices. contact station. warehouse. 
fire control headquarters. maintenance·machine shops. garages. superintendent-staff 
residences. . 
2. General , Use Area-Picnic and Camping area includes: Ten miles of ,scenic park road 
from entrance on State Route "D" and U. S. Highway 54. Picnic area with tables 
and ovens. parking areas. bathhouse. bathing beaches. boathouse. 20 miles hiki'lg and 
nature trails, };lorse trails, stable, picnic shelters, trail· shelters, drinking fountains, 
concession and comfort stations. tent camp and trailer camp grounds, typical farm 
group restoration and museum, located on Grandglaize basin with 4,000 acres of water 
surface for recreation. ' 
3. Or,anized Group Camp Area includes: Six group camps. permanent structures incorpo· 
ratmg basic facilities now provided in Camp Pin Oak, Hawthorn and 6-C: trail 
lodges, pioneer camps, 20 miles nature trails, trail shelters, horse trails, and 20 miles 
. truck trails, . 
National Park Service; Lake of the OJlarks Recreational Demonstration Area, Printed 
Leaflet. Kaiser, Missouri. 1940. 
"Missouri State· Planning ,Board, A State Plan jor Miss"" ... , Summary Park Plan, 1938, p. 8. 
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Electric Company purchased lands for the reservoir site. Most valley 
farms had holdings of rough forest lands in addition to the crop 
lands in the river valleys, and the power company usually bought the 
entire farm where the · crop lands we.re to be inundated. In . some 
cases, however, the owners of the farm retained the rough forest lands 
and went into the recreational business or retained such lands for 
speculative purposes. 
Many acres ·of the undeveloped recreational lands have been divided 
up into tracts of land with some desirable water frontage and a 
large hinterland of rough lands. The policy carried out in dis-
posing of these lands is one which encourages the ownership of larger 
land holdings. That is, in some, if not most, cases it is difficult to 
purchase a small tract of desirable riparian land without also taking 
a number, of acres of adjoining rough lands. Much of the undeveloped 
recreational land is of considerable importance to the recreational en-
vironment. Exploitation or unregulated development of these lands 
would most certainly bring about a lesser interest in the Lake as a 
recreational area. 
Other undeveloped recreational lands are owned by a number of 
individuals, but their combined land holdings are relatively unim-
portant as compared with the holdings of the Union Electric Land 
and Development Company. These other land holdings include 
scattered tracts of riparian property and small tracts of highway 
frontage. 
Non-Recreational Lands 
There are approximately 117,000 acres of non-recreational lands 
included in the boundaries of the lake area (Figure 5). These land.s 
have necessarily been considered in this study, despite the fact that 
. their recreational value is almost negligible, because they are contig-
uous to and surround the Lake and recreational lands. About 69,000 
acres of non-recreational lands have been classified as rough forest 
lands. Although most of the more valuable farm lands were inun-
dated by the Lake, there are still approximately 48,000 acres of 
land in farms within the boundaries of the area chosen for study. 
Rough Forest Lands or Wild Lands .in Absentee· Own~rship.~ 
Of the 181,500 acres immediately surrounding the Lake of the Ozarks 
(see Figure 5), more than 134,000 acres are predominantly forest 
hinds. Over 50,000 acres of forest land lying near the Lake have 
already been classified as recreational and undeveloped recreational 
lands. Some 68,500 additional acres of the more inaccessible and 
r0ugher lands lying back from the Lake have been classified as 
rough forest lands or wild lands. Few owners of such lands reside 
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near them. Most of this land has been cut over two or three times 
and many subsequent fires have brought about a marked deterioration 
in the quality of the present forest stand. raxdelinquency runs 
high on these lands and many acres would undoubtedly revert to the 
State if a tax reversion law were in existence. 
Although most of these rough forest lands are only of modest 
value from a forest production standpoint, they should apparently 
be kept in forest under some type of ownership and management that 
would enhance the recreational desirability of the lake area as a 
whole. Outside of the boundaries considered in this study there are 
thousands of acres of this rough forest land that could be effectively 
combined with the forest lands of the lake area into a National or 
State Forest (Figure 13). Proposals have already been made for the 
acquisition of much of this land for a public forest to be known as the 
Lake of the Ozarks National (or State) ForestY Once under proper 
protection from fire and exploitation, these forest lands could become 
more important from a recreational standpoint largely because of the 
potential hunting they could provide. 
Farm Lands.-Most of the better farms · in the immediate vicinity 
of the Osage River in Camden and Morgan Counties, the western 
parts of Miller County, and the east and central part of Benton 
County were inundated by the formation of the Lake. However, this 
inventory showed that approximately 47,600 acres of land are stj.ll 
used for farming in the lake area as defined for purposes of this 
study~ 
Most of the better farms are found in the west central and western 
part of Benton County where the Lake has not covered appreciable 
. acreages of the valley lands. Other farms in the lake area are largely 
confined to tributary stream valleys of the main Osage River valley 
that have escaped inundation and to the higher terrace lands lying 
above water level in the main valley. There are a number of other 
farms in the hill country with limited crop lands that carry on a 
type of farming that apparently provides little more than a mere 
subsistence. These farms could perhaps be purchased along with the 
rough forest lands for the formation of a public forest area.18 
Other Non-Recreational Land Uses.-In order to make a classi-
fication for all taxable lands in the lake area, it was ·necessary to in-
clude a number of different non-recreati~nal businesses, and other 
land uses that are apart from and independent of the recreational 
industry and its influences. These miscellaneous non-recreational 
land uses found inside the boundaries of the lake area include: saw 
mills, mines, residence sites, and non-recreational businesses. 
"Missouri State Plannin~ Board. Of>. Cit .. p. 17·18. 
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Submerged Lands of the Power Reservoir (The Lake of the 
Ozarks) and Bagnell Dam.-Approximately 50,000 acres of land 
are submerged by the waters of the Lake of the Ozarks in Benton, 
Camden, Morgan, and Miller counties. 
THE UTILIZATION OF THE LAKE AREA FOR 
RECREATIONAL PURPOSES 
The discussion turns now from the description of the natural 
environment and the types of recreational facilities found in this 
area to the actual utilization of the area for recreation. For an 
understanding of the recreational utilization of this area, it was advis-
able to make a classification of the recreationists. The ,classification 
used here is based mainly on recreational characteristics and recog-
nizes three groups: vacationists, summer residents, and transient 
visitors. 
Data are presented to show where these visitors come from and 
the changing volume of recreational traffic during the various seasons. 
The study of utilization is concluded with an examination of the 
trends in utilization of the lake area since the formation of the Lake 
in 1931. 
Classification of Recreationists 
The Vacationist.-The .vacationist group is the most desirable type 
of recreationist visiting the lake area from the resort owner's stand-
point. The vacationists spend more for accommodations and services 
al1d remain in the area for a week or more as compared to the average 
stay of three days 'for all groups. Resort owners also find that this 
group may be · expected to return year after year if the accommoda-
tions and services offered are satisfactory. Furthermore, a satisfied 
vacationist often goes back home and sends his friends to the resort 
that made his vacation an enjoyable one. 
Although the members 'of the vacationist group are apparently 
more liberal spenders and remain in the area for longer, periods of 
time, their importance is . lessened by their comparatively small 
number. Less than 10 per cent of the resort owners illte~viewed . 
reported considerable volumes of vacation business though this type 
of patronage constituted from 50 to 60 per cent of the gross business 
of ' the summer resorts. In the resort area as a whole probably less 
than 20 per cent of all business could be considered as vacation trade. 
The vacationist is a discriminating consumer of r,ecreational sernces 
and demands a wide variety of accommodations. One such vacation 
group comes to the lake primarily to fish. This group ~ places much 
emphasis on fishing and the length of its stay and probability of its 
UFnr a itiscussinn on tho desirahility of llurchasinl\' such farms see J. Alfred R'all, B~ight 
Young ,Men, Land Policy Review, Noveniher, 1940, p. 17. 
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return is largely dependent on fishing conditions. Others come here 
to vacation in quiet, restful surroundings and demand few recreational 
diversions. Still other vacationist groups, which consist of younger 
people, prefer a program of active recreational and social activities. 
Although a single resort may successfully serve all these types of 
vacationists, suc:p. a task is one that requires a well-planned resort 
under skilful management policy. 
The summer resorts in the lake area are ;well-equipped to accommo-
date the vacationist but must compete with the resorts in the Rocky 
Mountains, the Lake States, and New England which have the ad-
vantage of a cool summer climate. However, it is possible to make 
improvements that would undoubtedly improve the ability of the 
lake area to serve certain vacation .groups. Public golf courses, tennis 
courts, riding trails, beaches, and community centers are perhaps 
the mOiSt urgently needed additions to improve the recreational and 
social life of this resort area. The sponsoring of sporting events of 
state-wide interest might prove a feasible means of advertising the 
recreational opportunities available. 
Summer Residents.-This class of recreationists includes the own-
ers and renters of lakeshore property who spend the greater part of 
the vacation season in the lake area. The majority of the summer 
residents are family groups who are desirous of getting away from 
the cities during the summer months. In some cases, the head of the 
family works in the city and joins his family at the Lake over the 
week end. Other summer residents who have retired from active 
business have built comfortable summer residences on the . lake shore 
where they spend the greater share of the warm season. A number 
of summer residents come here to operate recreational businesses 
during the tourist season . 
. During much of the vacation season the average resident popula-
tion of the resort area is about double that of the winter period, This 
increased population is an important source of income for the small 
recreational businesses in the lake area: In a number of cases the 
owners of summer residences entertain frequently and their orders 
for food and other household supplies are considerable. The summer 
resident also spends a considerable amount on maintenance and the 
operation of his boats, houses, and grounds. In addition to the usual 
expenditures of summer visitors, this group also pays taxes on its 
property and thereby contributes to the upkeep of schools and local 
governments of the area. 
The Transient Visitor.-Since the Lake of the Ozarks is within 
easy drivhlg distance of several million people, it is visited frequently 
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by many people for short periods of time-especially week ends. This 
group seldom spends over two days in the resort area and a stay of 
only one day or less is most common. Although the majority of the 
transient visitors come to fish, there are others who are interested in 
picnicking, hiking, boating, and swimming. 
However, while the stay of transient visitors is short their number 
is large and it is this fact that explains why there liTe many week 
ends and holidays when these resorts hang out the "no vacancy" 
sign. Furthermore, the visitors are week-end travellers ill larger 
part than other patrons of the resort area. This fact may be con-
firmed by the data on traffic flow in the areas illustrated in Figure 14. 
When a holiday and a week-end occur in sequence travel is particular-
ly heavy. This fact explains why the Labor Day week-end is normally 
the period of heaviest travel during the vacation season. 
Although the transient visitor seldom remains in the lake area 
for over two days, most resort owners report that the bulk of their 
gross business is of this type. In fact, the week-end business is 
about the only business a number of resorts receive during the vaca-
tion season and such business is vital to their continued operation. 
Among the visitors are a considerable number of out-of-state tour-
ists. Although the Lake is not on the main transcontinental high-
ways it is of sufficient· scenic interest to attract visitors from the 
heavily traveled transcontinental routes such as U. S. 66 and U. S. 40. 
Many of these visitors pass through the area during the week and 
represent an important element in the total volume of week day 
business. Many evidences of their visits are encountered on the guest 
books of Bagnell Dam and other points of scenic interest. 
Origin and Seasonal Volumes of Recreational Travel 
This section of the study presents data showing where visitors to 
the lake area come from and the seasons in which they come. The 
data on which these determinations are based were secured from the 
following sources : (1 ) National Park Service in the Regional Recrea-
tional Area on the Grand Glaize Arm of the Lake, (2) resort regis-
ters, (3) public tourist registers, (4) State Highway Department 
traffic flow records, (5) county clerk records of sale of non-resident 
fishing permits, and (6) personal interviews with owners of recrea-
tional businesses in this area. 
Use of the Area by Missourians.-Fi~res obtained on the origin 
of all recreational travel in the lake area showed that approximately 
80 per cent of those visiting the lake area live in Missouri. From a 
manual count of all visitors stopping at the Lake of the Ozarks 
Recreational area from March 1 to September 30, 1940, it was deter-
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mined that out of the 29,876 visitors 24,947 were from Missouri and 
4,929 from other states. In 1917, the United States Forest Service 
estimated that approximately one-fifth of all cars in the neighbor-
hood of the Lake came from other states. Interviews with resort own-
ers and samples taken from public tourist registers corroborate these 
percentages. 
The proximity of certain resort areas on the Lake to densely popu-
lated areas apparently is the important factor in det~rmining points 
of origin of the traffic. The bulk of resorts (located near U. S. High-
way 54 in Oamde:o. and Miller counties) reported that approximately 
two-thirds of their instate business originates in St. Louis. The re-
sorts off Missouri Highway 5 in Oamden and Morgan Oounties and 
the resorts in Benton Oounty receive the bulk of their instate busi-
ness from the Kansas Oity area. -These two major cities contribute 
a major proportion of the recreational traffic but examination of 
tourist registers showed that a relatively important volume of busi-
ness had its origin in such cities as Jefferson Oity, Springfield, St. 
Joseph, Joplin, Columbia, Sedalia, Hannibal, Moberly, and Boonville. 
Use of the Area by Out-of-State Recreationists.-Illinois con-
tributes the largest percentage of out-of-state touristl7 travel in Mis-
souri as a whole. Percentages from Kansas, Oklahoma, Texas, and 
Iowa are also relatively large. All states contribute to the traffic and 
there is even a small amount from Oanada (Table 3). Although these 
data are for tourist travel in all Missouri, the origin of traffic in the 
lake area appears to have been quite similar as indicated by data on 
the sale of fishing permits. 
Most of the out-of-state vacationists stopping at the Lake for over 
a day purchase a non-resident trip fishing permit. The records kept 
by the county clerks on the sale of these permits provide data for 
determining where many of the nonresident vacationists come from. 
Residents of Kansas, Illinois, Iowa, and Nebraska purchased about 
92.7 per cent of the non-resident fishing permits sol9. in four counties 
bordering the lake (Table 4). The importance of the lake as a 
fishing center for out-of-state visitors is shown by the fact that 40 per 
cent of all non-resident fishing permits sold in Missouri during the 
last five years have been sold in the lake area. 
Vacationists from Illinois are apparently more numerous in the 
lake area while Kansans purchase more non-resident fishing permits. 
Manual counts of visitors stopping at the Lake of the Ozarks Recrea-
tional Area show that 39 per cent of out-of-state visitors are from Illi-
nois and 15 per cent from Kansas (Table 5). These data indicate 
1.7The tf"rm "tourist" as used here is not limited to those traveling for recreation, .and includes 
those making business trips. - ._ 
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TABLE 3 
PERCENTAGE OF FOREIGN TRAFFIC IN MISSOURI BY STATES· 
State Percent 
Illinois •.••.•.. •• ••• •. .• 23.31 
Kansas .•..•• • .. • •••• • •• 13.22 
Oklahoma •.•. • . '. . • • • • • .• 9.02 
Texas. . • • . • • • . . • • • • • • .• 9.02 
Iowa. • . • • • • • . • . . • . . • • •. 6.51 
California. . • • • . . • . . • • . •• ~.31 
Michigan . • . • • . . • . • . • • . •• 3.66 
Indiana . . • . . • . . . • • . • . . .. 3.48 
Ohio ..•. • .•••..•..•...• 3.48 
Arkansas. . . • • • . . • . • • • . •• 2.85 
Nebraska. . • . • • . • • . • • • • •• 2.34 
New York. . • • . • . . . . • • . .. 2.21 
Tennessee. . • • • . • • . . • • . .. 1.52 
Colorado. • . • • • . • • • . • • . .• 1. 45 
Pennsylvania. . . . . • . . • • . .. 1.39 
Kentucky. • • • • . • • • . . • . . .. 1.14 
Louisiana . • • . • • • • • • • • • . • 1. 01 
New Jersey • . . . . • . • • • • . .• 0.89 
Massachusetts. • . • • . . . • • .• 0.76 
Mississippi . . • • • . . . . • • . .. 0.70 
Wisconsin. • . • • . • . . . . . . .• 0.70 
Arizona. • . . • . . • . • • • • • . .. 0.63 
Florida . • . . . . . . • • . . • . . •. 0.63 
New Mexico . • • . • • • . • • • • •• 0.63 
Minnesota . " . . . . . . • . • • . •• 0.57 
• Missouri Traffic Suryey. 1934, page 161. 
State Percent 
District of Columbia . • • . • • • • 0.57 
South Dakota. . . • . • . . • . . • .• 0.44 
Washington •. . .•....•.•. . 0:38 
West Virginia. . • • . • • . • • . .. 0.38 
Alabama •....••.••••. • . • 0.32 
Georgia. • • • . • • • • • • . . . . .. 0.32 
North Carolina. • • • . • • • . . • • 0.32 
Virginia •••. . . •. •..••.•.. 0.25 
Connecticut . . . . . • . • • . . . .• 0.19 
Utah •..•. • . • .••..•..•.• 0.19 
Wyoming •... . •. • ••..... • 0.19 
Canada •.....••••• •• • • .. 0.19 
Idaho ••. • •. .• ..•.•.••.. 0.13 
Maine •••.. • .. . ..•....•• 0.13 
Maryland •.•..........•.• 0.13 
New Hampshire .• • ...•.•. . • 0.13 
Oregon ..••.•..••.. • •. • • 0.13 
South Carolina . . . . . . . . . • .• 0.06 
Delaware. . • . . • • • . • . . . . . • 0.02 
Montana. • . • . . • . . . • • . . . .. 0.02 
Nevada • • . • •..•.•.. • •..• 0.02 
North Dakota ....•••..••.• 0.02 
Rhode Island .. . ..••... . . . • 0.02 
Vermont ..... • ••.•. • ...• .....Q..QL 
Total 100.00 
TABLE 4 
NON-RESIDENT FISHING PERMITS ISSUED IN THE LAKE OF THE OZARK REGION, 
1937 THROUGH 1939 
State Number Percent State Number Percent 
Kansas 9,574 40.04 Minnesota 12 .05 
nlinols 7,566 31.64 Wyoming 12 .05 
Oklahoma 2,281 9.54 Louisiana 11 .045 
Iowa 1,194 8.01 Virginia 10 .04 
Nebraska 785 3.28 Florida 7 .03 
Indiana 513 2.15 District of Columbia 7 .03 
Texas 278 1.16 Mississippi 7 .03 
Ohio 209 .87 Oregon 6 .03 
Arkansas 161 .67 North Carolina 6 .03 
California 131 .55 Montana 6 .03 
Colorado 63 .26 Georgia 5 .02 
Kentucky 58 .24 Maryland 4 .02 
Michigan 57 .24 Utah 4 .02 
New York 38 .16 Washington 4 .02 
Tennessee 27 .11 Alabama 3 .01 
New Mexico 26 .11 Idaho 2 .01 
Pennsylvania 24 .10 Delaware 1 .005 
South Dakota 21 .09 Nevada 1 .005 
Wisconsin 17 .07 Connecticut 1 .005 
Massachusetts' 15 .06 New HampshIre 1 .005 
Arizona 14 .06 Maine 1 .005 
West Virginia 13 .05 
New Jersey 13 .05 Total 23,909 100.000 
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that the bulk of the Illinois visitors stop in the more intensively 
developed resort areas of Camden and. Miller Counties where a 
greater share of all resort accommodations are located. Furthermore, 
the majority of resorts visited in the whole lake area reported that 
TABLE 5 
OUT-OF-STATE AUTOMOBILES ENUMERATED IN THE LAKE 
OF THE OZARKS RECREATIONAL AREA FOR THE PERIOD OF 
MARCH 1 TO SEPTEMBER 30, 1940* •• 
State Number Percent· 
Illinois 344 39.18 
Kansas 139 15.83 
Iowa 118 13.44 
Oklahoma 89 10.14 
Nebraska 30 3.41 
Texas 29 3.30 
Ohio 26 2.96 
Louisiana 16 . 1.82 
Colorado 14 1.59 
Michigan 12 1.37 
Pennsylvania 10 1.14 
Maryland 10 1.14 
Indiana· 9 1.03 
Arkansas 5 .57 
New York 5 .57 
District of Columbia 4 .46 
Connecticut 4 .46 
South Carolina 3 .34 
Mississippi 3 .34 
California 2 .23 
New Jersey 2 .23 
Georgia 2 .23 
Kentucky 1 .11 
West Virginia 1 .11 
Totals 878 100.00 
• For the Period March 1 to September 30, 1940 a total of 4,736 
automobiles visited the area and carried 29,876 passengers. The 
total number of passengers included 24,947 instate and 4,929 out-
.of-state passengers. . 
•• Above figures furnished by National Park SerVice, Lake of the 
Ozarks Recreational Demonstration Area, Mo-6, Kaiser, Missouri 
their most important volume of out-of-state business comes from 
Illinois. The majority of the Kansans come from Kansas City, Kansas, 
and stop at the resorts in Benton and Morgan counties. This 
important area of origin in Kansas is compartively close to the Lake 
and an important volume 6f this out-of-state business comes on week 
ends. On the other hand, visitors from Illinois come from greater 
distances and usually remain for longer periods of time. 
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Fig. 11.-Total flow of traffic on U. S. Highway S4 near Bagnell Dam, 
summer months 1938·1940. (From State Highway Department's automatic 
traffic recorder records). 
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Many resort owners believe that an increased volume of out-of-state 
business could be brought into the lake. area .. by state advertising. 
In fact, there are a number of proposals under consideration at this 
time to undertake such a program. If such a program is undertaken 
it should be understood that States such as Illinois, Iowa, Oklahoma, 
Texas, Kansas, and Nebraska are the states most likely to send vaca-
tionists to Miss01~ri and the lake area. The volume of recreational travel 
coming from anyone of these states is largely dependent on two sets 
of factors-one of which sends vacationists out from a state and the 
other which attracts them to a vacation center. The set of factors 
such as population densities spendable per capita income and auto-
mobile registrations determines the number of vacationists anyone 
state may send out of its borders for recreational purposes. The other 
set of factors largely determines how many vacationists the resort 
area can attract. These latter factors are the location and accessi-
bility of the area to recreational travel suitability of the natural en-
vironment for recreational use, and the type and quality of available 
recreational facilities. 18 
Seasonal Volumes of Recreational Travel.-Travel in the lake 
area is subject to wide seasonal fluctuations. In order to make some 
determinations of the volumes of recreational traffic during different 
seasons the records of tolls paid on Hurrican Deck Bridge on Missouri 
Highway Number 5 and the records of the automatic traffic recorder 
just north of Bagnell Dam were consulted. These records · show only 
total movements of all traffic but the relative importance of recrea-
tional travel in the spring, summer and autumn may be determined by 
comparing the volume of travel during those seasons with that of the 
winter when the bulk of the travel is of local or business origin. 
The data of Figure 12 indicates that the greatest volume of traffic 
flow occurs during the period from April to November. May, June, 
July, August, and September are the months of maximum travel with 
the peak for these months most often in July or August. The volume 
increases more slowly in April and May than it decreases during 
September and October which would indicate that the travel in 
autumn is greater than the travel in the spring. The data in this 
figure were arranged in such fashion as to illustrate again the great 
importance of the week-end travel. 
Seasonal variation in number of in-state and out-of-state visitors 
are . given in Table 6. The only important volume of out-of-state 
travel comes in July and August. The in-state visitor total is highest 
'"For a further discussion of this matter see Bureau of PuhIic Roads. Tourist Travel 'n the 
United States. Vol. 18. No.6. August 1937. p. 106. 
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during June, July, and August and comparatively high during May 
and September. 
Month 
April 
May 
June 
July 
August 
September 
Total 
TABLE 6 
NUMBER OF INSTATE AND OUT-OF-STATE VISITORS, LAKE OF THE 
OZARK RECREATIONAL AREA," 1936-1940 
Instate Out-of-State 
587 
2,122 
2,692 
7,007 
8,919 
3.190 
24,517 
13 
181 
362 
1,657 
2,258 
J1l. 
4,942 
"During Jan., Feb., and March 1940, 430 Instate and out-of-state visitors were counted. For the period 
March 1 to Sept. 30, 1940,4,794 cars visited the area--3,858 from Mo. and 936 from 25 other states. 
Resort owners report that recreational travel usually begins early 
in spring when the weather is favorable and continues until late in 
fall. In th~past, the opening of the fishing season on Memorial Da~' 
brought the:fi.ist.large influx. but since 1940, the fishing season has 
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opened several months earlier, a fact w.hich has probably improved 
the business of the spring season. 
There is not complete accord among resort owners as to when their 
business is best, but in general they are in agreement that June, 
July, and August bring more week day travel which makes for better 
business conditions than the more strictly week-end travel of autumn 
and spring. The operator of one of the more successful resorts re-
ported that the business of June, July, and August runs approxi-" 
mately 100 per cent of capacity, April-7 per cent, May-25 per cent, 
and September and October:""-30 and 20 per cent respectively. 
Trends in the Recreational Utilization of the Area 
Although much has already been said about the general trends in 
the utilization of the lake area for recreational purposes, the import-
ance of the subject justifies further comment. The data presented 
below indicate: (1) the trends in the transfer of land for recreational 
purposes; (2) the trends in the establishment of recreational busi-
nesses; and (3) the trends in the volume of recreational travel. 
Trends in Primary Transfers of Land for Recreational Pur-
poses.-Virtually all the land now in recreational use in the lake area 
was purchased after the formation of the Lake. This land was sold 
either as lots in platted subdivisions or as acreage tracts. The trans-
fers of such land have been determined by examining the land trans-
fer records in the courthouses of Miller, Morgan, Camden, and Benton 
counties. 
Fifty-nine subdivisions have been platted into 9,132 lots in the lake 
area since 1929. Approximately 1,934 lots have been transferred 
during this period as shown by the 1939 tax books. That is, 21.17 
per cent of the lots platted have been transferred at least once. In 
order to determine the trend of transfers in subdivisions, ten of the 
larger of these, aU platted by 1931, were selected for study. These 
subdivisions contained, in 1939, 57 per cent of all lots platted and 
the 571 transfers recorded comprise the bulk of all trans~ers made 
in all subdivisions. In these 10 subdivisions the great bulk of the 
lot transfers occurred in the three years 1931-1933 with a pronounced 
peak in 1932 (Figure 3) . . Subsequently the traffic in these lots fell 
o~ severely so that by 1939 only three transfers were recorded for all 
these 10 subdivisions. 
These lot transfers present only a part of the picture however, 
and the transfer of acreage tracts reached a peak at a much later 
date or in 1936 (Figure 16). By 1939, however, there was little 
further transferring of these acreage tracts taking place so. that, 
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temporarily at least, the interest of purchasers of recreational prop-
erty in the lake area is at a lull. 
Trends in the Establishment of Recreational Businesses.-
Table 7 shows the dates of establishment of 183 commercial recre-
ational developments as compiled from a questionnaire submitted to 
resort owners. The boom period in recreational investment came 
shortly after the formation of the Lake, the peak of the development 
TABLE 7 
DATES OF ESTABLISHMENT OF COMMERCIAL 
RECREATION DEVELOPMENTS IN THE LAKE OF THE OZARKS AREA 
Years Number 
1929 . . . . • . • • . . • . • . • .. 1 
1930 • • . . . . . . • . • . • • . .• 4 
1931 •....•..••.•••.•• 16 
1932 .••....•••..•...• 40 
1933 •..••.••.•.•••.•• 18 
1934 ..•..•..•.•.•...• 24 
Years Number 
1935 .•...•.•...•.•••. 19 
1936 .•••.••......•••. 13 
1937 .•...••.......••• 19 
1938 .•..•.......•.... 16 
1939 .•...•..... , . • . •. 8 
1940 . • • . • • . • . . . • • • . •. 5 
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occurring in 1932 or in the same year in which the bulk of the transfers 
of lots in platted subdivisions took place. The establishment of ad-
ditional recreational developments continued at a modest rate up 
until 1939 when a sharp decline set in which continued through 1940. 
Although the establishment of additional recreational facilities in 
this area has practically ceased in recent years there has been con-
siderable investment in the improvement of existing developments. 
Trends in the Volumes of Recreational Travel.-It is difficult 
to determine trends for this type of travel because of the lack of 
data and the character of the available data. The data available to 
indicate recreational travel volumes before 1935 are both limited 
and inconclusive. However, this was the period when the Lake 
was formed and when many came for the first time to see the dam 
and Lake. Others came again and again to fish. As is well known, 
most of the resort developments during this early period were con-
centrated along the important highways or near the dam. Informal 
reports confirm also the fact that established reSort facilities were 
overcrowded during these early years and the construction of new 
facilities stimulated to meet the rising demand. 
The records of the sale of · fishing permits in the Lake area since 
1935 indicate an increasing use of the lake area by fishermen up 
until 1938 when a decline was begun that continued through 1939. 
These records have some pertinence as indicators of the volume of 
recreational travel during these years if as is presumed, the number 
of visitors purchasing permits was a reasonably constant proportion 
of the total of all visitors. 
SOME ECONOMIC ASPECTS OF LAND USE AND 
RECREATION IN THE LAKE AREA 
The construction of Bagnell Dam and the formation of the Lake 
was followed by a number of important shifts in land use. All the 
better farms in the area were located in the valleys of the Osage 
River and its tributaries, while the bordering rough lands were used 
mainly for grazing and for wood lots by the valley farmers. The 
filling of the Lake inundated these valley crop lands for approxi-
mately one hundred miles above the dam. At present, therefore 
farming is restricted to the limited sites in the surrounding uplands 
that ~an be used for agriculture. A modest acreage of the rough 
bordering lands are, of course, used for recreational purposes but 
the vast share of them lies virtually idle. While all the rough land 
has at least some recreational value, only a: small portion will in the 
visible future be used intensively for this purpose so that most of 
it could and surely should be devoted to some type of forestry. 
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Changes in Tax Base.-Assessed valuations of all real estate inside 
the boundaries of the lake area as of 1928, before the formation of 
the Lake, were compared with those of 1939 to determine the changes 
in the tax base subsequent to the building of the dam and the forma-
tion of the Lake. The area selected for study, as shown in Figur~ 5, 
includes a number of survey sections of land which contain the 
Lake, the riparian lands, and a considerable acreage of rough land. 
All real estate valuations listed on the tax rolls in the area selected 
for study were tabulated from the 1928 and 1939 tax books with the 
listed acreage, assessed valuation, and taxes levied on each taxable 
entry. Since most of the 1928 real estate consisted of valley farms 
and their adjoining rough lands, no classification was made for the 
6v"m~ryed L411d 
alld 
BiI.flll II f)4m 
. 70.9/% 
CommercldL RecreationaL 
i?l!'al EstiZt~ 
NQ/7 - ClJmmercl4/ RecreiltilJna/ 
i?e4/ Est.de 
Classification Assessed Per Cent of 
Valuations Total Valuation 
Commercial Reoreational 
Real Estate $ 455,425 5.02%. 
Non-Commercial Recreational 
Real Estate 496,430 5.47 
Undeveloped Recreational Land 610,430 6.73 
Non-Reoreational Real Estate 1,077,035 11.87 
Submerged Land and Bagnell Dam 6,433,745 70.91 
Totals $9,073,065 100.00 
Fig. 14.--Asscssed valuat iun uf all real estate in the Lake of the Ozarks area, 1939 . ' 
*For delimitation of area analyzed see Fig. 3. 
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separate taxable entries on the 1928 book. However, the 1939 real 
estate entries have been classified in order to show the relative import-
ance of the new types of land use. 
TABLE 8 
ASSESSED VALUATION AND TAXES LEVmD ON ¥EAL ESTATE IN THE LAKE AREAl 
1928 AND 1939 
Counties Approximate 
Affected By Acreage of Area allli~:iiSel! YalYMiQll::! :ra1!;~:ii LdlYi~d 
Lake in County 1928 1939 1928 1939 
Miller3 17,077 $ 207,455 $ 3,708,075 $ 2,933 $ 57,760 
Camden 121,457 1,332,150 3,054,350 21,480 47,583 
Benton 58,150 989,820 1,357,330 12,665 14,058 
Morgan 41,287 432,960 953,310 7,280 14,058 
Total Area 237,9714 2,962,385 9,073,065 44,358 133,957 
1. For map of area see Figure 5. 
2. Data taken from 1928 and 1939 tax books. Assessments are for 1927 and 1!l38 while 
taxe·s are for 1928 and 1939. 
3. Bagnell Dam is located and assessed as real estate in Miller County. 
4. There are 16,500 acres of land in Camden and Miller Counties included in the Na-
tional Park Service's Lake of the Ozarks Recreational Area that have been removed 
from the tax rolls since 1934 
In the lake area as a whole assessed valuation of real estate 
increased 206 per cent during the period 1928-1939. Table 8 shows 
how this increase has been distributed among four counties. Miller 
County in which Bagnell Dam is located had .an increase of 1,687 
per cent "in assessed valuation, despite the fact that 8,055 acres of the 
17,077 listed on the tax rolls in the area of study in 1928 have been 
taken from the tax rolls since 1934 when the National Park Service 
started acquiring land for the Lake of the Ozarks Public-Recrea-
tional Area. For Camden County, with the largest number of acres 
of land affected by the reservoir the increase in real estate assess-
ment amounted to 129 per cent. Camden County also lost over 8,000 
acres of taxable lands after 1934 because of the purchases of the 
National Park Service. In Morgan County the" increase in assessed 
. valuation of real estate in the lake area amounted to 120 per cent. 
In Benton County, where the lake is smaller and comparatively fewer 
acres of submerged lands are included, the increase in real estate 
valuation amounted to only 37 per cent. 
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This increase in assessed valuations in the lake area is particularly 
significant in light of the fact that the property tax base in the State 
as a whole has declined19 during the same period. In fact this 
general decline was more than sufficient to offset the increases in the 
lake area in the two counties of Morgan and Benton and it was 
only in Camden and Miller counties that assessed valuations for the 
entire county rose during the period. 
Importance of the Dam and Submerged Lands in the 'Tax Base. 
-The increase in the assessed valuation of the real estate in the lake 
area is largely due to the valuation placed on' Bagnell Dam and the 
submerged lands after 1931. Table 9 compares the valuations of real 
estate assessed to the Union Electric Company with that assessed to 
all other real estate owners in the lake area. The dam is assessed in 
Miller COllnty and submerged lands in all counties. It should be 
noted that the submerged lands comprise approximately a third of 
the total number of acres in the lake area, but these lands bear over 
half of the taxes levied on all lands in this area. 
TABLE 9 
THE IMPORTANCE OF BAGNELL DAM AND POWfR RESERVOIR IN TlfE TAX BASE 
OF THE LAKE AREA, 1939 
Acres Yaluatlon Tax Leyled 
Power All 
Company Others2 
Power All 
Company Others 
Power All 
Company Others 
MIller3 2,923 7,262 $ 3,533,270 $ 174,805 $ 55,113 $ 2,647 
Camden 32,265 84,032 1,713,100 1,341,250 26,385 21,198 
Morgan 9,872 30,869 550,460 402,850 7,958 6,100 
Benton 12,525 45,716 693,720 663,610 7,391 ,7,165 
Total 57,585 167,879 6,490,550 2,582,515 96,847 37,110 
1. Area as delimited In Figure 5. 
2. Includes all other owners of real estate In this area. 
3. Bagnell Darn Is located and taxed In Miller County. 
Bagnell Dam and the submerged lands comprise 70.9 per cent of 
the real estate tax base in the lake area (Figure 17). The dam alone 
accounts for approximately one-half of the total. 
19The assessed valuation of all property declined. according to reports of the State Board of 
Equalization. from $4.933.074.349 in 1928 to $3.793.597.137 in 1939. The decline in real 
property valuations during the same period was from $3.553.034.203 to. $2.S03.411.262. 
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An examination of the increase in assessed valuations of real estate 
by survey sections, disclosed that the mQl;!t significant increases in 
real estate assessments have occurred where the Lake has inundated 
the greatest number of acres of valley land. Increases in real estate 
assessments have been most significant in Camden and Morgan 
counties, and these increased assessments have more than made up for 
the loss of taxes formerly levied on valley farmers. Furthermore, 
the taxable personal property owned by al~ resort owners undoubtedly 
exceeds the taxable personal property lost to the counties when 
farmers were forced out of this area by the inundation of valley farms. 
In Benton County the increase in assessed valuation of real estate 
is less apparent. The reservoir becomes smaller in the upper reaches 
of the area and the influence correspondingly less. In a number of 
sections in Benton County assessed valuation has decreased since 1928. 
However, the sections containing large acreages of submerged lands 
have shown the typical increases. 
As one goes back from the Lake the increase in assessed valuations 
is of lesser moment. Indeed further study of assessed valuation of 
real estate outside the limited area selected for study showed that 
with few exceptions the assessed values of rough lands have declined 
since 1928.20 
Valuation of Recreational Property.-Some recreational improve-
ments have been constructed outside the lake area (as delimited in 
this study) along the highways in the economic benefit area of the 
Lake. Including these recreational improvements the assessed valua-
tion of all recreational real estate appearing on the 1939' tax books 
was $1,055,695. The taxes levied on this real estate in this same 
year amounted to $16,633.53. The percentage distribution of these 
valuations among the different classes of recreational real estate is 
given in Figure 15. 
Table 10 indicates the'relative importance of recreation as a land 
use in the four counties in which the Lake lies. Camden County 
with the greatest number of acres of lake surface is also the most 
important recreational county. In 1931, approximately 5,678 acres 
of land were in recreational ownership in this county, and the assessed 
valuation of this land and its recreational improvements accounted 
for 60 per cent of the assessed value of all r,ecreationalreal estate in 
the lake area and vicinity. The bulk of the recreational development 
in Camden County is located near U. S. Highway 54 from Osage 
Beach to the Niangua Bridge. 
'·Tabulations of widely scattered sections outside the lake area revealed that the decrease 
in assessed valuations avera~ed $1,955 for 37 sections tabulated. The decrease in taxes levied 
amounted to $57.31 per ~ecbon. 
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Type 
SUmmer Resorts 
Fishing Resorts 
Cabin Campa 
Resort Hotels 
Reoreational Businesses 
SUmmer Homes 
ReoreationalClubs 
Totals 
Assessed, 
Valuation 
• 110,120 
189,395 
81,620 
62,280 
115,85q 
307,810 
188,620 
tl,055,695 
Per Cent ot 
Total Valuation 
10.43% 
17.94 
7.73 
5.90 
10.97 
29.16 
17.87 
100.00 
47 
j,·ig. IS.-Assessed valuations of recreational real estate in the Lake of the Ozarks area, 1939." 
"The above figures include, all recreational real estate in the delimited area of study and 
other recreational real estate in the economic benefit of the Lake region. 
, TABLE 10 " 
ACRES, ASSESSED VALUATION, AND TAXES LEVIED ON RECREATIONAL 
REAL ESTATE IN THE COUNTIES OF THE LAKE AREA* 
Assessed Taxes 
Counties Acres Valuation Levied 
Camden 5,678 $ 628,030 $ 10,336.12 
Morgan 1,663 181,530 2,964.57 
Miller 455 127,705 1,983.37 
Benton 3,062 118,430 1,349.47 
Total 10,858 1,055,695 16,633.53 
* Data from 1939 tax books of four' counties. 
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In Morgan County the bulk of the 1,633 acres of land in recreational 
use are those on the west s~ore of the Gravois Arm of the Lake. 
About 17 per cent of the assessed valuation of all recreational real 
estate around the Lake is found in Morgan County. 
Most of 455 acres of recreational lands in use in Miller County are 
those near Bagnell Dam and those paralleling U. S. Highway 54. 
The value of all recreational real estate in this county amounts to 
12 per cent of the total value placed on recreational real estate around 
the Lake. 
In · Benton County the majority of the · recreation lands in use are 
those in large tracts and platted subdivisions between the Camden 
county line and Warsaw. Although 3,061 acres are in recreational 
ownership the total assessed valuation of all recreational real estate 
is only 11 per cent of the total for tbe entire lake region. 
Recreational Investment in the Lake Area.-One of the most 
important aspects of the development of the Lake Area was the fact 
that investment in recreational developments gave much employ-
ment during years of severe depression: Data on the amount of 
such investment was obtained by interviews with owners and by 
direct field appraisal of the properties. All properties were divided 
into the two broad classes of (1) commercial and (2) non-commercial 
types. The total outlays of owners from the time of their original 
investment up to 1940 was, according to the estimates, $3,976,000 of 
which $2,318,000 represented outlays by commercial resort owners 
and $1,658,000 by owners of non-commercial property. 
On the whole most investment was on a modest scale as far as 
individual establishments are concerned and most businesses estab-
lished during the depression are still owned by the original investor. 
Up until 1940, only 15.3 per cent of the recreational businesses had 
changed hands. However, some of those included in the 15.3 per 
cent have changed hands several times. Smaller roadside businesses 
apparently change hands most frequently. 
The comparatively low rate of primary transfers of recreational 
businesses does not necessarily indicate that investment in · such 
businesses has been particularily satisfactory from a business stand-
point. A survey of business conditions in the area in the spring of 
1940 disclosed that, out of a total of 172 businesses interviewed, 42.4 
per cent had experienced a decline in business since 1937. For 22.1 
per cent, business had increased, 19.8 per cent reported little change . 
and 15.7 per cent made no comments. 
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Expenditures by Recreationists~l 
No available data indicate directly the expenditures by recreational 
. groups in the lake vicinity. However, some quantitative measure of 
these expenditures can be made by estimates based on sales tax data 
and data indicative of various phases of recreational travel and ex-
penditures. In. making expenditures estimates it seemed pertinent 
first to arrive at an estimate based on the average expenditure of 
all groups stopping at commercial reso:.;ts. Expenditures made by 
summer residents and transient visitors not using resort accommo-
dations are somewhat different and are estimated separately. It 
should be understood too that these estimates were made before the 
war emergency interfered with the free use of motor cars. 
Expenditures by Groups Stopping at Commercial Resorts.-
Estimates of expenditures by guests of commercial resorts were 
determined by multiplying the estimated average daily expenditures 
by an estimated number of days such groups spend in the area. By 
means of a questionnaire submitte:d to resort businesses and a study 
of costs of services and commoditieR in the area it was found that 
the average group of 3.5 persons spends approximately $31 during 
a three clay stay in the lake area. These expenditures were divided 
approximately as follows: Lodging $9, food $11, amusements $8 and 
tranRportation $3. The average expenditure per individual waR about 
$2.95 per day. 
The per day resort capacity of the reRort area is 5,274 individuals. 
This capacity is largely available from May 1 to October 1 making 
the total available capacity during this period 796,222 guest days. 
From the data secured from resort owners it was estimated that the 
facilities of the resort area were utilized at approximately 22 per cent 
of capacity during the period May 1 to October 1. This being the 
case approximately 175,395 guest days were spent in commercial 
resorts during this period. At an average expenditure of $2.95 per 
guest day, $534,954 were spent by guests of commercial resorts during 
this period. During April, October, and November the resort capacity 
was estimated to be 365,770 guest days. ThiR capacity was estimated 
to have been utilized at 9.7 per cent (of capacity) and the expendi-
tures to have been $105,459. Total expenditures for all months and 
at all commercial resorts in 1939 were, therefore, $640,413. 
Expenditures by Summer Residents.-The owners of the 557 
summer residences are mainly considered as summer residents. Ex-
penditures made by these groups are difficult to determine and no 
>lIt should be understood that these expenditure estimates are only for expenditures made 
with the businesses included in this study. No attempt is m~de to estimate outlays for supplies. 
transportation, or other commodities purcha~ed for use in the area. 
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great volume o:f indicative in:formation was uncovered during the 
course o:f the survey. The majority of the summer homes are small 
and the expenditures o:f their owners consist mainly of outlays :for 
maintenance and repairs, expenditures :for boats and fishing equip-
ment, and :for household outlays. It is estimatea :from the--data avail-
able that all owners of summer residences and their guests spent 
approximately $75,000 in the lake area during the vacation season o:f 
1939. 
Expenditures by Transient Visitors.-It is most difficult to deter-
mine just how many visitors come to the Lake :for one day, and it is 
still more difficult to determine the expenditures :for such groups. 
However, field observation in the area disclosed t.he :fact that there 
are many visitors using the Lake :for recreational purposes or driv-
ing through the area who do not remain over night. _ The expenditures 
of individuals in this group are relatively small, but because of the 
large number o:f such transient visitors the total expenditures o:f 
the group as a hole is considerable during the course of the vacation 
season. Souvenir stands, gas stations, restaurants, boat docks, and 
other small businesses benefit most :from this type o:f recreational 
business. Data obtained from traffic flow records and manual count 
o:f visitors in the Lake o:f the Ozarks Public Recreational Area indi-
cate that approximately 100,000 transient visitors pass through this 
area during the vacation season. Expenditures of this group prob-
ably average about $1 per person and expenditures of all transient 
visitors approximate $100,000 a year. 
A combination of these estimates indicates that recreational expendi-
tures in the lake area totaled in 1939 approximately $800,000. A 
further analysis o:f the volume of expenditures based upon sales tax 
information gave closeiy similar estimates. In addition to these 
expenditures of recreationists, however, are considerable outlays of 
resort owners and of publici agencie~ on construction and improvement. 
The total yearly volume of business in the area to be attributed more 
or less directly to recreation in recent prewar years has been, there-
fore, not far from a million dollars. 
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
This study of the recreational development in the Lake of the 
Ozarks Area as it affects land use has been brief rather than compre-
hensive. Nevertheless, certain major conclusions stand out rather 
clearly. In the first place, the recreational development of the lake 
area has been so considerable that it now quite definitely occupies a 
place of first importance as an outdoor recreational ·center in the 
State. Second, the amount of investment in recreational improve-
ments is large. Third, these recreational improvements are now an 
established and important part of the tax base of the four counties 
in which the Lake is located. Fourth, the number of people who 
visit the lake area during the course of the year runs into the tens 
of thousands, and fifth, total expenditures for recreation in the area 
are in the neighborhood of a million dollars per year. 
Finally, the period of initial rapid recreational development is 
now apparently over and further development will come only if a 
considerable effort is made to improve the recreational attractiveness 
of the area. Such improvement appears distinctly possible, if the war 
does not interfere too seriously, and the recommendations as to what 
might be done to increase the attractiveness of the area . from a 
recreational viewpoint fall rather easily into three categories concern-
ing (1) the Lake itself (2) the riparian lands and (3) the rough 
lands that surround both of these. 
(1) The data of this study are not to be interpreted as a factual 
study of what has happened to fishing in the lake. The investigators 
of necessity were forced to place their dependence upon the judg-
ments of resort owners and others that fishing in recent years had 
been less good than formerly and that the lack of fishing luck was a 
factor of much importance in the future of recreation in the area. 
Recommendations with respect to what may be done to improve fish-
ing also fall outside the province of this study. Many questions of 
a distinctly technical nature are apparently involved. The attention 
of the biologists on the one hand and of the hydraulic engineer on the 
other are apparently needed. 
The fact that recreation is the secondary and not the primary use 
of the lake may make it impossible to control the lake level in such a 
manner as to encourage a maximum growth of aquatic plants which 
supply food for the fish. Perhaps, however, ways and means may be 
worked out for reducing the violence of the fluctuations. Barring that 
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possibility there may be other means of encouraging aquatic plant 
life that may be within reach. About all this study can recommend 
is that a continuous search for solutions be made. There seems little 
reason to doubt but that improved fishing would very promptly be 
reflected by an increased popularity of the Lake as a recreational 
area. 
(2) With respect to the riparian lands the one major recommenda-
tion arising from the study is that the further development of the 
recreational facilities of the area be made according to some established 
plan. Development so far has been hit and miss with no shadow of 
a central plan for guidance. As a result the excellent and the not so 
excellent recreational structures are completely intermixed and the 
impression upon the vacationist is wholly good only, when by accid-
dent, he sees only the finer sections of the area . . Some vacation areas 
have been all but spoiled by a mUltiplicity of flimsy and garish struc-
tures and innumerable signs all clashing with the landscape that is 
their setting. 
Vacationers must, on the whole, wish to get away from things such 
as these that are so reminiscent of the less desirable aspectR of their 
own urban environment. Almost certainly an area such as the 
country about the Lake of the Oza'rks rests and pleaseR them by the 
contrast it provides with the things they are accustomed to in every-
day life. A vacation area probably loses charm in direct proportion 
to the extent that it becomes like a city suburb and there are already 
a few parts of the lake area that are hardly to be distinguished from 
city suburbs. 
Just how to put any plan of development into effect is beyond the 
province of this study. Much more detailed study of the area must 
indeed be made before any such p~an could be drawn up. Further-
more, under existing state statutes no plan could formally be put into 
effect after it was drawn unless indeed some public agency pur-
chased all undeveloped land as a preliminary. That is, there is no 
zoning law now in Missouri statute books that would permit a com-
prehensive zoning22 of the entire lake area and, probably, in no other 
way could control over future developments be established. A first 
need, therefore, for the effectuation of a proposed plan would be the 
passing of a rural zoning enabling act by the General Assembly. 
22The bill (Senate No. 172) providing for county planning and zoning passed by the last 
(61st) General Assembly is specifically limited in its application to counties in which there are 
or may be located national defense projects and to counties immediately adjoining these. Only 
Camden of the four lake counties would qualify at present. . 
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(3) With respect to the rough lands of the area the recommenda-
tion that arises out of this study is that they be made a much more 
effective part of the recreational area. A rejuvenated hunting on these 
lands might be made to compensate for the decline in fishing (assum-
ing such decline to have occurred) and particularly to increase the 
popularity of the area during the fall season. Fortunately there is 
little question but that the hunting in the area may be improved 
greatly by a game propagation and management plan. Management of 
the area for game production can hardly become intensive, however, 
until several other steps have been taken. 
First. the area should be put into public ownership since only if it 
is publicly owned will the rights of all to' hunt over it be guaranteed. 
Since public funds will almost certainly be empoyed in the game 
restoration program the right of the pubic to access to the game must 
be assured. 
Second, a program of forest restoration needs to be inaugurated 
since the game will need food and protection from fire and since the 
management of an area for game alone can hardly be sufficiently 
remunerative to justify the expense. Forest products will, in such a 
program, be the main product and game the by-product. As a further 
by-product, however, the protection of the forest and game from fire 
would be an important safeguard to any recreational structures in the 
-area. There would be, furthermore, two additional by-products of 
some importance. That is, forest management and fire protection 
would restore the leaf mold and reduce erosion and run-off in the 
immediate area of the Lake and so contribute toward maintaining the 
clarity of ths .. ke water. A constant washing into the lake of the 
ash residues of burning is known to be detrimental to fish life and 
would be all but eliminated by a program of fire protection for the 
area. 
Finally, the most important by-product of all would be the employ-
ment that could be afforded to residents of the area by undertaking 
its restoration to forestry. Most of the best farming land of the area 
was flooded and such farming as remains is on the upland and not 
very profitable. A considerable amount of part-time employment is 
often available in .areas where forest development on a large scale is 
undertaken, and would provide a welcome addition to the slender 
incomes of the resident rural population of the area. 
In briefest categorical form therefore, the recommendations aris-
ing from this study are (1) that steps be taken to find means of im-
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proving the fishing in the lake area, (2) that a general overall plan 
of recreational improvement for the lake area be drawn up (3) that a 
rural zoning enabling act be passed by the State General Assembly 
so that a needed public control over the development of the area may 
be established, and (4) that a great area of rough lands surrounding 
the lake area be put into public ownership and developed for forests 
and game and so managed in general that they contribute a maximum 
to the recreational attractiveness of the area. 
